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Providence

Mark Binder and Izzy Abrahmson have been awarded a 2022 Folk Arts
Fellowship from the Rhode Island State Council on the Arts (RISCA).
This award celebrates and encourage the creative development of artists.
We are also pleased to announce the official release of Izzy Abrahmson’s
latest book, THE VILLAGE FEASTS, ten Passover Stories of food and
laughter. The book is available in stores, in print and ebook on all online
platforms and most audiobook sites.
• For a quick link to the book, visit books2read.com/village-feasts
• Listen to The Village Life Podcast at izzyabe.com/podcast/

Early Reader Reviews

“I read the book in one sitting and was laughing repeatedly…
The short stories are witty, whimsical…
Do you need to be Jewish to love these stories? No, you don’t.” – Abe C.
“Abrahmson’s prose savvily mixes the homey and the surreal, and he’s a
master of the cozy bedtime story. The Village Feasts, with its often silly
phrasing and emphasis on ritual and community, demands to be read out
loud, shared at a gathering or relished by little ones before bedtime, when
sleepy eyelids are beginning to droop. A glossary in the endmatter is both
helpful and comic.” – Booklife
“The Village is snuggled in an indeterminate past that never was but certainly should have been, a past filled with love, humor, adventures and more
than occasional misadventures. And when you go, be sure to bring the
kids.” – The Times of Israel

About

The Village Life series is a rich tapestry of traditional stories with a modern sensibility, and lovable characters who will transport you on a magical
break from the stress of today. Written by Izzy Abrahmson and narrated
by Mark Binder.
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